Window Solutions for
Educational Buildings

Introduction

Silent Gliss premiered the first quiet curtain system in the
world in 1952. Today we are proud to be the world’s leading company for internal window treatment solutions in the
high-end segment.
In schools and public buildings where design but even more
the persistence and functionality are key needs, we are the
perfect partner, quality is the common denominator for our
product range. Only materials that satisfy the highest requirements concerning durability, stability and precision are
used. A five year guarantee is taken for granted.
Let us support you in creating the best possible surroundings
for a successful learning and working environment, and be
inspired by our range of internal window treatment systems.

Visual and Functional

Roller Blind Systems
Auditoriums, Offices, Classrooms, Libraries
Of all window treatments, roller blinds are the simplest to
operate. Their clean lines complement modern architecture
and interior design perfectly.
From spring operated to very heavy duty roller blinds,
manually operated or motorised, we have a solution to suit
the most demanding locations.

Maximum Light Exclusion

Silent Gliss
Dim-out Systems
Lecture Theatres, Classrooms, Dark Rooms
This product group is primarily used for offices, schools,
laboratories, wherever maximum light exclusion is needed.
Silent Gliss dim-out roller blinds are available in both
motorised and manual versions.
The dim-out blinds with electric operation offer a wide range
of operating methods including fixed switch and remote
control. Systems may be operated individually.
Most dim-out fabrics are flame retardant.

Heavy Duty – Versatile

06
Curtain Track Systems

Halls, Theatres, Auditoriums, Libraries
Silent Gliss Curtain tracks can be customised to fit the
contour of any situation with complex and versatile bending
possibilities and are purpose designed for maximum
efficiency, especially when bent, and ensure smooth
operation for a lifetime.
Silent Gliss curtain tracking systems range from light to
heavy duty and can be operated manually or motorised.

Robust and durable

Vertical Blind Systems
Halls, Auditoriums, Offices, Classrooms, Libraries
Vertical blinds are the best choice for efficient, flexible light,
glare and privacy management. Their contemporary style
suits almost all environments.
Robust and durable vertical blinds are suitable for all
square windows but also for speciality windows with curves
and angles. The handling of the blind is effortless and
comfortable. Electrically or crank operated vertical blind
systems for contract applications.

Flexible

Venetian Blind Systems
Offices, Classrooms, Study
Venetian blinds remain amongst the most flexible window
treatments for light control. Silent Gliss offers standard
operating methods, for both the tilting of the slats and the
raising and lowering of the blind. A wide choice of colours
are available.

Fabrics
Silent Gliss has an extensive array of fabrics offered in our
fabric collection. From transparent to dim-outs, these fabrics
will add to any interior. As important as the hardware is,
the selection of the right fabric to ensure a smooth and
professionally working window treatment system is just as
important.
The demand to create surroundings which provide a feeling
of security and well being is elegantly met by the symbiosis of
design fabrics and high technology.
Trevira CS materials minimise the risk of fire and is permanently “flame retardant”. This particular feature of Trevira CS
is built into its molecular structure and cannot be removed.
Thus the material does not need to be impregnated and it retains its protective function. They are extremely hardwearing
and can tolerate all kinds of stresses they may
undergo in usage and after repeated laundering.

Efficient, smooth, quiet operation

Room Divider / Cubicle Tracks
Medical Training Facilities, Sick rooms
Silent Gliss System 6650 safety device is especially designed for safety in high risk areas. These systems have
numerous other applications including industrial separation and overhead tracking. They offer total flexibility at
reasonable cost and can be curved or formatted to virtually
any requirement. Long-lasting and maintenance free. High
grade nylon and precision-engineered rust-free siliconized
aluminium are used – still the most efficient combination in
the world. Meant to be bent by design. Made-to-measure. 5
Year guarantee.
Silent Gliss have incorporated BioCote ® into the manufacturing process of cubicle curtain track systems, a proven
natural product that has excellent anti-microbial qualities,
effective in protection against harmful bacteria including
MRSA, E-Coli and Salmonella.
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